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The latest QCD results from the H1 and ZEUS collaborations at HERA presented here
cover a wide range in the energy scales relevant for the strong interactions. They comprise
a study of the underlying event, measurements of jet production and of αs(MZ) as well
as measurements of heavy flavor cross sections including the charm and beauty structure
functions.


1 Introduction


Recent results from HERA on the hadronic final state in deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) and
photoproduction (PHP) are presented, covering a wide range in the energy scales relevant for
the strong interactions. The study of the underlying event probes low and high scales, while jet
production is dominated by high scales. In heavy flavor production multiple scales play a role.


The HERA ep-collider operated with electrons or positrons of 27.6 GeV and protons of 820
or 920 GeV. Each of the two collider experiments H1 and ZEUS collected about 120 pb−1 from
1995 to 2000 (HERA-1) and after a luminosity upgrade about 370 pb−1 from 2003 to 2007
(HERA-2). Since the results presented here do not depend on whether the incident lepton was
an electron or a positron, the term “electron” is used to mean either of them. During part
of HERA-1 only H1 and since HERA-2 both experiments were equipped with micro-vertex
detectors, which is of particular relevance for some of the heavy flavor results shown. The
DIS kinematic region is defined by measuring the scattered electron in the main detector with
photon virtualities Q2 > 1 GeV2. The PHP region is defined by either not observing a scattered
electron (Q2 < 1 GeV2) or by requiring a signal in designated electron taggers (Q2 < 0.01 GeV2).
Requirements on the inelasticity y, measured via the scattered electron or the hadronic final
state, complete the definition of the DIS or PHP phase space.


The slides of the talk which include more figures than possible in this written version can
be found in [1].


2 Low & high scales: Underlying event in PHP


In ep collisions the quasi-real photon can directly interact with a parton from the proton or
it can have fluctuated into partons of which one interacts with a parton from the proton as
exemplified in Fig. 1. In the latter case additional interactions between the remnant partons of
the photon and the proton may occur. They are usually referred to as underlying event and/or
multi-parton interactions (MPI).
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Figure 1: A direct (left) and a resolved
(right) photon interaction diagram.


In leading order (LO) QCD one can dis-
tinguish between these direct and resolved in-
teractions by measuring the transverse ener-
gies and pseudo-rapidities of the two hard
jets and constructing the observable xγ =
1/(2yEe) (ET,jet1 exp−ηjet1 +ET,jet2 exp−ηjet2), i.e.
the fractional photon energy carried by the parton
from the photon. For direct events xγ → 1 and for
resolved events 0 < xγ < 1. Thus, at HERA MPI
can be turned on by studying events with typically
xγ < 0.7 or off for xγ > 0.7.


In case of a resolved photon event the additional interactions, besides the primary hard
parton-parton interaction leading to a hard dijet, are of interest. The MPI may consist of
additional soft interactions affecting the particle multiplicity, but also of semi-hard interactions
leading to an increase in jet multiplicity. The interpretation of the measurements in terms of
MPI is unfortunately not straightforward. Other effects, more or less well understood, due
to additional parton radiation (higher order QCD effects), fragmentation and beam remnants,
may lead to similar signatures as MPI. Since MPI provide an important background to precise
QCD measurements and to searches for new physics, particularly at the TEVATRON and soon
at the LHC, it is of great interest to improve the understanding and modeling of them.


Leading jet


Sub-leading jet


Figure 2: Definition of the four
azimuthal regions.


H1 provided new preliminary measurements [2] of the
mean charged particle multiplicity in different azimuthal
regions. The method, illustrated in Fig. 2, follows closely
an analysis [3] by the CDF collaboration. In PHP events,
Q2 < 0.01 GeV2 and 0.3 < y < 0.65, a leading and a sub-
leading jet with PT,jet > 5 GeV and |ηjet| < 1.5 were re-
quired. The jets were reconstructed in the laboratory frame
using the longitudinally invariant k⊥-cluster algorithm [4].
The leading jet at Φ⋆ = 0◦ defines the Toward region, and
the sub-leading jet is usually found in the Away region.
The mean charged particle multiplicity, using tracks with
PT > 150 MeV and |η| < 1.5, was measured in these and
the transverse regions. The transverse regions are distin-
guished into High and Low activity regions depending on
in which region the scalar sum over the transverse particle
momenta is higher. The expectation is that the transverse regions, particularly the Low activity


region, shows sensitivity to MPI.
For events satisfying the above mentioned requirements, the dependence of the mean charged


particle multiplicity on the angle ∆Φ between the leading jet and the charged particles is shown
in [1, 2] together with comparisons to Pythia [5] simulations. It is observed that the resolved-
enhanced events (xγ < 0.7) are described by Pythia only when MPI are included.


The Pythia event generation includes direct and resolved processes in LO matched with
DGLAP-type parton showers. MPI are simulated with additional semi-hard interactions down
to PT = 1.2 GeV. The data are also compared to Cascade [6, 7] which contains direct processes
using off-shell matrix elements in LO matched with CCFM-type parton showers, where the gluon
emissions are not ordered in kT. The gluon in the proton is described by kT un-integrated gluon
densities, i.e. the sets 2 and 3 [8], both of which describe the H1 data on the structure function
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F2. Note, Cascade simulates neither resolved photon processes nor MPI.
The mean charged particle multiplicities as a function of PT,jet1 in the Toward and Away


region are shown in [1, 2] for direct and resolved enhanced events separately. The direct-
dominated data are well described by both Pythia and Cascade. The resolved-dominated
data are best described by Pythia with MPI. The contribution from MPI is largest at low
PT,jet1. Cascade provides a reasonable description, except possibly at the lowest PT,jet1. The
multiplicities as a function of PT,jet1 in the High and Low activity regions are shown in Fig.3.
The direct-enhanced region (xγ > 0.7) is again similarly well described by both Pythia with
MPI and by Cascade. The resolved-enhanced region (xγ < 0.7) is reasonably well described by
Pythia with MPI. Cascade fails, but it is however closer to the data than Pythia without MPI.
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Figure 3: Mean charged particle multiplicity as a function of PT,jet1 in the High and Low activity


regions for direct (xγ > 0.7) and resolved (xγ < 0.7) enhanced events. The data are compared
to Pythia with and without MPI on the left and to Cascade for two different un-integrated
gluon densities (sets 2 and 3) on the right.


It is interesting to note that Cascade is only somewhat worse in describing the resolved
data, but is significantly better than Pythia without MPI. This is probably due to its different
ansatz in calculating the primary hard interactions. If this picture could be confirmed, it would
imply a smaller contribution from MPI. Clearly further studies at HERA and hadron-hadron
colliders are needed.


3 High scales: Jet cross sections and αs(MZ) in DIS and
PHP


In jet production in DIS there are two relevant high scales, i.e. Q and PT,jet, while in PHP there


is only PT,jet. In order to have a smooth transition from DIS to PHP the scale
√


(Q2 + P 2
T,jet)/2


is often used. In DIS we can have a more complicated interplay of the two scales. Depending
on the kinematic regions in Q and PT,jet, either one of them can be larger than the other or
they both can have rather similar magnitude. The precise measurements of jet cross sections
in PHP and DIS by H1 and ZEUS are found to agree very well with NLO QCD calculations
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such that precise values of the strong coupling αs(MZ) can be extracted.
A new preliminary extraction of αs(MZ) was obtained from a QCD re-analysis by ZEUS [10]


of inclusive jet cross sections as a function of ET,jet in PHP [9] from HERA-1. It is based on
next-to-leading (NLO) pQCD calculations [12] and an estimation of the theoretical error from
missing higher orders [11] not involving a refit of the data. This minimizes the theoretical
error and leads to one of the most precise determinations of αs(MZ) at HERA. The method
to extract αs consisted of performing the NLO calculations with more recent PDFs [13], which
had been extracted assuming different values of αs(MZ) when making the fits. The same
value of αs(MZ) was used consistently in the calculation of the matrix elements and in the
evolution of the PDFs. For the photon the GRV-HO [14] PDFs were used. The factorization
and renormalization scales were set to µR = µF = ET,jet of each jet.


The published data [9] and the new predictions are shown on the left of Fig. 4. The
theoretical uncertainties indicated include those due to the conventional but arbitrary variation
of the renormalization and factorization scales by a factor of 1/2 and 2, the PDF and the
hadronization uncertainties. The dominant experimental error is due to the jet energy scale
uncertainty of ≤ 1.5 %. The extracted value for the strong coupling


αs(MZ) = 0.1223± 0.0001 (stat) +0.0023
−0.0021(exp) ± 0.0030 (theory)


is very similar to the older published one, but the theoretical uncertainty is reduced. The total
uncertainty of 3.1 % is dominated by the theory uncertainty; the experimental contribution is
1.8 %.
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Figure 4: Inclusive jet cross section as a function of ET,jet in PHP (left) and as a function of
Q2 in DIS (right) compared to NLO predictions.


New preliminary results from ZEUS [15] on single and double differential inclusive jet cross
sections in neutral current DIS as a function of Q2, ET,jet and ηjet were presented this year.
They made use of HERA-2 data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 188 pb−1. The
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DIS phase space was defined by requiring Q2 > 125 GeV2 and the angle of the hadronic system
| cos γh| < 0.65. The jets were identified in the Breit frame [16] using the k⊥ cluster algo-
rithm [4]. In this frame they were required to have ET,jet > 8 GeV and −2.0 < ηjet < 1.5. The
dependence of the inclusive jet cross section on Q2 is shown on the right of Fig. 4. The dominant
experimental error is due to the jet energy scale uncertainty of ≤ 1.9 %. The NLO predictions
are shown to be in excellent agreement with the data. These calculations were performed using
the program DISENT based on the dipole subtraction method [17]. The scales were chosen to
be µR = ET,jet and µF = Q, and for the proton PDFs the ZEUS-S parameterization [18] was
taken. For the extraction of αs(MZ) the same method was used as described above for the jets
in PHP. The theory uncertainty on αs(MZ) due to higher orders was estimated using the same
method [11] as for the preliminary PHP result. The smallest error on αs(MZ) was obtained
by fitting the Q2 dependence for Q2 > 500 GeV2. In this region the experimental uncertainties
are smaller than at lower Q2, and also the theoretical uncertainties due to the PDFs and the
missing higher orders are minimized, yielding:


αs(MZ) = 0.1192± 0.0009 (stat) +0.0035
−0.0032(exp) +0.0020


−0.0021 (theory) .


The total uncertainty is 3.5 %; in this case the experimental contribution of 2.9 % is somewhat
larger than the theoretical one.


H1 has provided new single and double differential measurements of normalized NC jet cross
sections [19], i.e. the ratio of inclusive jet, 2-jet and 3-jet cross sections to the inclusive DIS cross
sections. By measuring normalized jet cross sections a number of experimental errors cancel
partially, the luminosity error cancels completely, and the PDF uncertainty is also reduced.
The dominant experimental error is due to the ≤ 1.5 % uncertainty on the jet energy scale.
The data sample analyzed is from the years 1999 to 2007 and corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 395 pb−1. The range covered in photon virtuality is 150 < Q2 < 15000 GeV2


and in inelasticity 0.2 < y < 0.7. The jet finding was performed in the Breit frame using the
longitudinally invariant k⊥ algorithm. Jets are accepted if in the laboratory frame they have
−0.8 < ηjet < 2.0. Furthermore, in the Breit frame the requirements are PT,jet > 7 GeV for
inclusive jets and PT,jet > 5 GeV and additionally M1,2 > 16 GeV for 2-jet and 3-jet events.
The normalized cross sections are measured as a function of Q2, the jet transverse momentum
and the proton momentum fraction [19].


Here, in Fig. 5, only the Q2 dependence of the normalized inclusive jet and 2-jet cross section
is shown. The NLO predictions for the jet cross sections were performed using the program
NLOJET++ [20], and for the NC DIS cross sections the program DISENT [17] was used.
The PDFs of the proton were taken from the CTEQ6.5M set [22]. For the jet calculations
the factorization scale was taken to be µF = Q and the renormalization scale to be µR =
√


(Q2 + P 2
T/2)/2, with PT denoting the PT,jet of the respective inclusive jet, or the arithmetic


mean of the PT,jet of the 2-jets or 3-jets. This choice is motivated by the presence of two hard
scales in jet production in DIS. The theoretical errors on the normalized jet cross sections were
determined in a similar way as described before for the ZEUS data.


For the extraction of the strong coupling, the jet cross sections were calculated as a function
of αs(µR) using the FastNLO program [23], which allows to efficiently calculate cross sections
based on the matrix elements from NLOJET++ and DISENT convoluted with the PDFS of
the proton. From the measurements and predictions a χ2(αs) was calculated using the Hessian
method [24]. This method takes the correlations of experimental uncertainties into account.
The dominant theory error is due to the uncertainty of the NLO prediction, which was estimated
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Figure 5: The normalized inclusive jet (left) and 2-jet (right) cross sections in NC DIS as
functions of Q2. They are compared to NLO predictions corrected for hadronization effects.
The theory uncertainties associated with the renormalization and factorization scales, the PDFs
and the hadronization are shown as grey bands.


by a variation of the renormalization and factorization scales by a factor of 1/2 and 2 of the
nominal scale in fits of the data.


Fits of αs(MZ) to the individual normalized jet cross section data sets yielded consistent
results. Therefore, all of them are used in a common fit taking correlations into account. This
fit yields


αs(MZ) = 0.1192 ± 0.0007 (exp) +0.0046
−0.0030 (theory) ± 0.0016 (PDF)


with a fit quality χ2/ndf = 65.0/53. The total uncertainty of 3.6 % is dominated by the theory
uncertainty; the experimental contribution is 0.6 % only.


On the left of Fig. 6 αs is shown as a function of the scale Q extracted from the high Q2


H1 data just discussed (6 rightmost points) and additionally as obtained from a preliminary
low Q2 H1 analysis [25]. The solid line shows the result of the evolution of the 2-loop solution
of the renormalization group equation using the value of αs(MZ) extracted from the high Q2


normalized jet cross sections. The inner (outer) band indicates the experimental (theoretical)
uncertainties. As can be seen, the αs values at low Q are nicely consistent with the prediction
from high Q, and, interestingly, they lie within the theory uncertainty of the high Q2 fit.
When estimating the theory errors for the low Q values a much larger theoretical uncertainty
is observed [25].


On the right of Fig. 6 the most recent values of αs(MZ) from jet measurements at HERA,
from jet and event-shape measurements at LEP [27] and the 2009 world average by Bethke [27]
are shown. The HERA αs(MZ) extractions have achieved an experimental precision compatible
and competitive with the result from LEP and the world average. At this point in time the
uncertainties at HERA are dominated by the NLO theory uncertainty. While advances in
theory are most promising and most needed for being able to reduce the total uncertainty, one
may also expect further experimental improvements by finalizing the analysis of all HERA data
and by combining measurements from H1 and ZEUS.
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Figure 6: The running of the strong coupling as a function of the scale Q. The line shows the
result of evolving the value of αs(MZ) extracted from the high Q2 normalized jet cross sections
down to the values of αs obtained from the low Q2 inclusive jet cross sections.


4 Multiple scales: Heavy flavor production


According to pQCD calculations, heavy quarks are mainly produced via the direct photon gluon
fusion process γg → QQ̄. Therefore, measurements of QQ̄ production provide information on
the gluon content of the proton. The heavy quark mass M is an additional hard scale in the
calculations besides the momentum transfer of the exchanged photon Q and the transverse
momentum PT of the heavy quark. Due to this multi-scale problem, different approaches exist
in the treatment of the pQCD series, depending on the relative magnitude of M, Q and PT.


• At low scales when Q and PT ≈ M , calculations in the massive fixed flavor number
scheme (FFNS) appear appropriate. In this scheme the heavy quarks are produced only
dynamically, they do not exist in the proton. The mass of the heavy quark is taken into
account in the LO photon gluon fusion (γg → QQ̄) matrix element. NLO terms are of
order α2


s. Parton level calculations at NLO which take this approach are provided by
the HVQDIS [29] program in DIS and by the FMNR [30] program in PHP. Also the
PDF parameterizations CTEQ5F3 [31] and MRST2004FF3 [32] were obtained using this
framework.


• At high scales when Q and PT ≫ M , calculations in the zero mass variable flavor number
scheme (ZM-VFNS) are applicable. In this scheme charm and beauty are treated as
massless partons which exist already in the proton. At LO the quark parton model
process (γQ → Q) provides the dominant contribution. At NLO photon gluon fusion and
QCD Compton processes also contribute.


• Finally and more recently, calculations in the general mass variable flavor number scheme
(GM-VFNS), which interpolate between the massless and the massive schemes, provide
a description of heavy quark production over the whole range in Q2. Such calculations
are used in the latest global PDF fits, yielding the following PDF parameterizations:
CTEQ6.6 NLO [33], MSTW08 NLO [34] and MSTW08 NNLO [34].
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Measurements of the contributions of charm and beauty, F cc̄
2 and F bb̄


2 , to the proton structure
function F2 allow to test these schemes. The gluon and heavy quark PDFs are important for
the understanding of measurements of standard and beyond standard model physics processes
at the TEVATRON and LHC. For this reason the focus here is on most recent measurements
of charm and particularly beauty in DIS at HERA. Some of the results presented make use of
the full HERA-2 data sample and thus offer a significant improvement in precision compared
to previous HERA-1 results.


The fraction of charm production in total NC DIS is large, up to ≈ 30% at HERA energies.
Charm quarks are tagged predominantly by reconstructing the decays of charmed hadrons,
D⋆±, D±, D±


s and D0 (see for example [35, 36]). The signal to background ratio of these
measurements can be further improved by using information on the decay length provided
by the decay vertex as reconstructed by the silicon vertex detectors of the H1 and ZEUS
experiments.


Beauty quarks, in contrast to the large contribution of charm to deep-inelastic scattering,
contribute at most a few % and an order of magnitude less at low Q2. This makes the tagging
of beauty in DIS events very challenging. To extract signals use is made of various properties of
beauty hadrons: their semi-leptonic decays and their relatively large mass and long life-time. In
semi-leptonic decays the large transverse momentum of the lepton w.r.t. the jet axis, prel


T , and


the missing neutrino momentum projected onto the direction of the lepton, p
miss‖µ


T , are used.
In addition, information on the impact parameter δ of the lepton as obtained from the vertex
detectors can be used. In analyses not requiring a lepton the impact parameter significance of
all tracks with hits in the vertex detector and the distance significance of the secondary vertex
are used by a neural network to discriminate between beauty, charm and light quarks. The c, b
and light quark fractions in the data are extracted performing fits of simulated Monte Carlo
(MC) templates to the measured distributions.
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Figure 7: Differential muon cross sections for c and b production as a function of Q2 and x.
The bands show the NLO predictions by HVQDIS and the corresponding uncertainties.


Inclusive charm and beauty cross sections were measured by ZEUS [37] based on 126 pb−1 of
HERA-2 data, using semi-leptonic decays of heavy hadrons into muons. The kinematic phase
space covered is given by Q2 > 20 GeV2, the inelasticity 0.01 < y < 0.7, PT


µ > 1.5 GeV
and −1.6 < ηµ < 2.3. The charm and beauty contributions were extracted by simultaneous
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MSTW08 in NLO and NNLO.
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Figure 9: The structure function F cc̄
2 as a


function of Q2 for fixed values of x. Also
shown are the massive FFNS predictions
CTEQ5F3 and MRST2004FF3 in NLO.


fits of MC templates to the muon prel
T , p


miss‖µ


T and
δ distributions (see [1, 37]). The relatively low
cut on PT


µ allows both, the inclusive charm and
beauty cross sections to be determined simultane-
ously as a function of PT


µ, ηµ, Q2 and x. They
are shown as a function of Q2 and x in Fig. 7 (see
[1, 37] for the dependence on PT


µ and ηµ). The
charm data are well described by HVQDIS, while
for beauty the data lie above the predictions at
low Q2 and x. The measurements were extrapo-
lated to the full phase space to provide charm and
beauty structure functions (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
to be discussed below).


The H1 collaboration provided new data on
the inclusive production of charm and beauty
in DIS [38] in the kinematic region 5 < Q2 <
650 GeV2 and 0.0002 < x < 0.032 correspond-
ing to an integrated luminosity of 189 pb−1. This
analysis used the impact parameter significance
of tracks and the distance significance from the
primary vertex to the decay vertex of the heavy
hadrons as inputs to a neural network (see [1, 38].
As in the ZEUS analysis the charm and beauty
contributions were obtained from fits of various
distributions to MC templates. From these the
visible cross sections were determined and extrap-
olated to the full phase space, providing measure-
ments of the charm and beauty structure functions
F cc̄


2 and F bb̄
2 respectively.


The results for F bb̄
2 together with the ones


from ZEUS discussed above are shown in Fig. 8
as a function of Q2 for different fixed values of
x. They are in reasonable agreement, although
the ZEUS results tend to be higher than the ones
from H1 at low Q2. The measurements of F bb̄


2


are well described by the latest GM-VFNS cal-
culations (MSTW08) in NLO and NNLO. In the
phase space region of the measurements the dif-
ferences between NLO and NNLO are tiny, except
for Q2 < M2


b .
A large number of measurements of the charm


structure function F cc̄
2 using different methods are


shown in Fig. 9 as a function of Q2 for various fixed
values of x. The data cover a large phase space in
Q2 and x due to the substantially higher statistics
for charm. The acceptance of the different meth-
ods varies between 20% and 70%, but the results
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agree well between them. The theory prediction based on the massive FFNS provides a reason-
able description of the data. The largest differences between the CTEQ5F3 and MRST2004FF
are in the region Q2 < 2M2


c due to different inputs in this region when fitting the PDFs. The
precision in F cc̄


2 and F bb̄
2 can be expected to be further improved by analyzing the full HERA


statistics and by combining results using different methods within an experiment and within
H1 and ZEUS.


5 Summary


Low & high scales – The study of the underlying event, which involves an understanding
of the physics at high and at low scales, indicates that in resolved photon interactions the
description of the mean charged particle multiplicity in different azimuthal regions requires
multiple interactions when using Pythia to describe the data. The comparison of the data
with CASCADE, which provides a different approach to hard interactions and also includes
no MPI, suggests that within this model the importance of the underlying event is reduced.
This requires further studies. If correct, this of course would have interesting and important
consequences, particularly for understanding the data at the TEVATRON and LHC.


High scales – Jet production in DIS and PHP are found to be well described by NLO QCD.
This allows for precise extractions of the strong coupling αs(MZ), competitive and compatible
with results from e+e− annihilation at LEP and the world average. The experimental precision
reached so far is among the best of the various measurements, however the theoretical precision
at NLO is considerably worse. A significant increase in total precision can be expected from
the calculation of higher orders beyond NLO.


Multiple high scales – The physics of charm and beauty production at HERA involves the
interplay of the hard scales M, Q and PT. Experimentally, many different techniques to tag
charm or beauty have been employed for the measurement of differential cross sections and their
extrapolation to the total inclusive cross sections or structure functions F cc̄


2 and F bb̄
2 . They are


all found to be overall well described by QCD calculations.
Work is continuing at HERA towards final results by analyzing the complete HERA data


set with improved understanding of the detector and event reconstruction, and by combining
H1 and ZEUS measurements.
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